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1. TYPICAL EVOLUTION OF PRIMARY TO SECONDARY LOW LEAK FLOW RATE OVER A
CYCLE ON FRENCH REACTORS

Through-wall cracks, couple of millimeters long and micrometers opened, within the steam generator tube
bundle are responsible for small steam generator tube leakage(less than technical limits). Continuous on line
monitoring of primary to secondary leaks must provide early notification of changes in tube bundle integrity.

However, fluctuations of small leak flow rate during operation are most of time not correlated to degradation of
tube bundle integrity, controlled by non destructive examinations during shutdown. Moreover EDF experience of
plugging tube shows that it has limited effects if no specific event such as a loose part inducted failure is
responsible for the leak flow rate raise.

Those statements lead to think that there is another reason than cracks morphology changes for primary to
secondary leak flow rate variations.

In French nuclear plants, the typical evolution of primary to secondary leakage during the cycle can be divided in
three parts (Fig. 1):

a) At startup (after refueling or during the cycle), the leak increases rapidly. Above 50% of nominal power, the
leak decreases if the power ramp slows down or if a power plateau is maintained.

b) During most of the cycle, the leak flow rate is stable. The time necessary to reach that stability after startup is
a function of the maximum flow rate reached during startup.

c) At the end of the natural cycle and during stretch-out, some time before primary temperature starts
decreasing, the leak flow rate goes up, reaches a maximum and goes down.

Beginning of the cycle End of the cycle

Figure 
Typical behavior of primary to secondary leak flow rate during a whole fuel cycle
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According to French experience, with no change in tube bundle cracks, primary to secondary leak flow rate
evolution is mostly function of the reactor cooling system chemical conditioning (boron, lithium and pH).

Boron/lithium chemistry has been changed in all the plants since 1998. The new goal for pH is 72 3000C
(instead of 70 300'C) as soon as possible during the cycle. pH at the beginning of the cycle is similar with
both coordinated chemistry but lithium concentration is higher for the new coordinated chemistry. The
consequences of this change on leak flow rate were analysed for the middle and the end of the cycle.

Observations of plant operators before 1998 then implementation of the new boron lithium coordination showed
that 

- stabilized small leak flow rate at full power may be two to three times higher with increased pH

- leak flow rate increases less at the end of the cycle with a higher pH, and evolution of primary to
secondary leak flow rate during load follow and shutdowns are harder to predict with the new
coordination than with the previous one.

Since the middle of the 80s, the explanation for the primary to secondary leak flow rate behavior was mainly the
precipitation of boron lithium compounds within the cracks, resulting in their clogging.

Each of the evolution of the primary to secondary leak flow rate was then explained as follow:

- during startup, with high boron concentration in primary water and primary temperature rising,
precipitation could occur explaining the decrease towards a stabilized leak rate 

- at the end of the cycle, because of a low boron concentration coupled with a temperature decreasing
slowly, the precipitates could be progressively washed off from the cracks, resulting in an increase of
primary to secondary leak flow rate.

With this theory, plants were advised to keep some boron (between and ppm) in primary water during
stretch-out to avoid dissolution of deposited boron compound and precipitation of lithium hydroxide within the
cracks (lithium hydroxide is very detrimental because of ntra-Granular Accelerated IGA- corrosion).

To understand the governing phenomena of the evolution of leak flow rate during the cycle and the effect of pH
and boron lithium concentrations on the leak, both experimental and theoretical studies were performed these
past years at EDF.

2. PHENOMENA UNDERSTANDING VIA PERIFIDE EXPERIMENTS

In order to understand why chemistry has such an impact on Steam Generator (SG) stabilized low leak flow rate,
an experimental facility able to reproduce the same flow conditions as those occuring in a SG crack is
necessary. These conditions include:

-pressure and temperature of the primary circuit at the inlet of the crack, and of the secondary circuit
at the outlet, i.e. values as high as respectively 155 bar, 320'C and 70 bar, 260'C (primary and
secondary conditions in French PWR 900 MWe SG);

-chemical conditioning of the water entering the crack, i.e. of primary water: especially boron and
lithium concentrations 

-dimensions of the junction between primary and secondary loops close to SG crack ones, as
measured via non-destructive methods during plant stops for fuel reloading a few millimeters in
width, a few micrometers in opening, the SG tube thickness 1.27 mm) in length.

In such an experimental facility, independent variations of each parameter that cannot be performed in a nuclear
plant become possible, and the parameters that have a predominant impact on SG leak flow rate can be clearly
identified. Moreover, the value of each parameter can be measured accurately, and the characteristics of the
leak path a specially performed junction, representative of only one crack, is well known. All the data needed to
develop then validate a numerical model are therefore available.
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EdF decided to build such a facility in 1992 and launched the PERFIDE experimental program. Tests have been
performed until 1999 and a theoretical model able to calculate the leak flow rate variations due to variations of
thermal hydraulical and chemical conditions was developed based on the experimental results.

2.1 The PERFIDE experiments

2. 1 I Description of the facility

The highest values of pressure and temperature that can be reached are 16 MPa and 350'C in the primary
circuit, MPa and 2950C in the secondary one. The primary circuit is fed with dernineralized water, in which
concentrated solutions of boric acid and lithium hydroxide are diluted to obtain the required water conditioning,
and the pH is controlled. Unlike nuclear reactors, hydrogen is not added. The secondary circuit is fed only with
pure water. The crack is simulated by a channel with a rectangular section, 4 millimeters in width, 10 to 30
micrometers in opening, 127 mm in length (flow direction). The crack mock-up is made by two steel pieces the
first with a small groove, the second flat, which are tightly pressed against each other. They can be removed and
changed to study various channel openings.

All the circuits are made in stainless steel 316L. The maximum primary water flow rate is 50 kg/h and the total
size of the facility is about 200 M3.

Pressure and temperature on primary and secondary sides of the crack mock-up are measured on line, as the
leak flow rate (either by secondary water mass balance, or by a flowmeter located upflow from the crack)
Primary water samples are taken and analyzed to measure boron and lithium concentrations.

2.1.2 Tests

About 60 tests were performed from 1995 to 1999, with a duration from one day to six weeks. Commonly, the
required levels of the primary and secondary pressures, then of temperatures were reached in a few hours; then
steady conditions were maintained during several hours to several weeks, before temperatures then pressures
decreased. The usual primary and secondary steady conditions were respectively for pressures :1 5.5 MPa and
5.5 MPa, for temperatures 300 or 320 'C, and 260'C.

Tests very representative of the real conditions in the nuclear plant SG were performed in 1998 and 1999 a
whole reactor natural fuel cycle at full power was simulated, with a decrease of boron concentration from 1400 to
10 ppm and simultaneous variation of lithium concentration according to primary water chemical conditioning
rules a fuel cycle stretch-out was simulated too, by decreasing primary temperature and secondary pressure
with a boron concentration equal to 10 ppm. Moreover, fast temperature variations as those created by fast
power changes were reproduced.

2.1.3 Analysis of the results

As a preliminary remark, it must be mentioned that a lot of improvements of the facility and of the procedures
had to be performed to obtain both the required thermal hydraulical and chemical conditions of each test, and
reliable and reproducible measurements of the leak flow rate. Thus a high-performance filter had to be added to
the primary circuit to remove impurities, in order to avoid they clog the crack and create sudden and unexplained
leakage variation.

The analysis of the PERFIDE experimental results highlighted that

a) the leak flow rate variation depends mainly on the primary water chemical conditioning and temperature:

In the PERFIDE facility, when temperatures and pressures are steady and equal to PWR primary and
secondary values inside the SG at full power, the regular decrease of the boron concentration leads first to
a fast decrease of the leak flow rate then to its stabilization, exactly as observed during the natural fuel
cycle of a reactor (Fig. 2. Moreover, a slight variation of the pH by 004 is enough to change kinetics of
the clogging mechanism (Fig. 3. Such small pH variations are possible in the reactor primary circuit even
when the chemical conditioning rules are respected, and can impact the leak flow rate.

A decrease of the primary water temperature triggers the unclogging of the crack, therefore leads to a fast
increase of the leak flow rate, as observed on reactors during the fuel cycle stretch-out, or fast power
changes (Fig. 4)(Fig. 5).
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PERFIDE test: Impact of a pH change from 723 to 719 on the derivative of the measured flow rate YAM respect to time (dQ/dt), i.e. on the
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PERFIDE tests impact of fast temperature changes on the measured leak flow rate

b) clogging/unclogging of the crack is due to precipitation/dissolution of metallic oxides 

The deposits found in the PERFIDE crack mock-ups were examined under a electronic microscope. The
main elements were iron, nickel, chromium and oxygen. Deposit composition and presence of crystallites
showed that formation and deposition of solid compounds occurred on the spot by metallic oxide
precipitation. Deposits formed with or without boron and lithium in primary water were exactly the same.

Before PERFIDE experiments, it was thought that boron deposition inside the crack, then dissolution,
could explain the observed leak flow rate variation along the fuel cycle decrease at the beginning, when
boron concentration is high, increase during stretch-out, when boron concentration is very low. PERFIDE
results showed this explanation was wrong.

2.2 Modeling of the phenomena involved in PERFIDE tests

The instantaneous mass flow rate through the PERFIDE crack depends on pressure and temperature conditions
at inlet and outlet, and on crack dimensions. Those can be different from their initial values due to clogging by
oxide precipitation. Moreover clogging/unclogging kinetics depends on oxide mass flow entering the crack, and
on solubility change inside it due to temperature decrease. Partial vaporization of water inside the crack can
enhance precipitation too. Therefore, a coupling between a thermal hydraulical model and a chemical model is
necessary to calculate the leak flow rate and predict its variation with time during PERFIDE tests.

This coupling was performed as described in the following 

a) Given pressures, temperatures, and crack dimensions at time t, the ECREVISSE thermal hydraulic code
developed in the framework of a collaboration between EDF and Louvain-la-Neuve University (Belgium)
[Feb93][Gio94] predicts the mass flow rate, outlet temperature and outlet steam mass fraction.

b) Given boron and lithium concentrations, inlet temperature, and the outlet temperature predicted in a) at time t,
the POTHY tool calculates inlet and outlet maximum solubility of iron oxide. This tool is a part of the Pactole
code [Bes9O] ; based on experimental data gathered by EDF and CEA it can give the solubility of several
metallic oxides, from 25'C to 35OoC, for boron and lithium concentrations from to respectively 2500 ppm
and 5 ppm. Iron oxide solubility curve is drawn versus temperature for different pH on Figure 6.
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c) Then the deposited mass variation by unit of time is calculated by writing the mass balance equation between
the inlet and outlet of the crack, assuming maximum solubility is reached everywhere:

dM =Q.S. -(�[-xO).Q.S Eq. 
dt 0

where
M is the mass deposited inside the crack (kg)
Q is the water mass flow rate (kg/s)
Si is the maximum solubility of iron oxide at the inlet conditions (kg/kg of water)
x, is the steam mass fraction at the outlet (-)
So is the maximum solubility of iron oxide at the outlet conditions (kg/kg of water)

Assuming an homogeneous deposit the new dimensions of the crack (i.e. its opening) are then deduced at the
next time step tdeltat, and calculation is carried on by returning to step a).

2.3 Comparison between predicted and measured leak flow rates for PERFIDE tests

The method presented previously to calculate the leak flow rate was applied to almost all the PERFIDE tests.

Figures 7 and compare the predicted leak flow rate to the measured one for two of the more interesting tests
simulating respectively a natural fuel cycle at full power, and fast power changes.

The flow rate variation with time is quite well predicted, especially the sudden increase caused by a temperature
decrease-and-increase. The crack clogging at the beginning of the cycle is predicted too, even if slower than the
experimental one (remark this underestimation was not observed for larger cracks).

From all the comparisons that were performed, it was concluded that the leak flow rate variations due to
chemical conditioning or temperature changes could be qualitatively well reproduced by coupling a thermal
hydraulical model and a chemical model as presented in 22.
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Comparison between predicted and measured flow rates

Impact of both temperature and pH on leakage can be understood too by looking at the previous figure 6,
remembering that temperature always decreases inside the crack and oxide concentration in water is assumed
equal to the maximum solubility (this assumption is qufte justified in the PERFIDE facility because water
purification is rough). For instance, if the inlet temperature is below 2900C, solubility increases between inlet and
outlet, the previously deposited mass inside the crack can dissolve, the crack unclogs; the lower the pH, the
faster the unclogging. If the inlet temperature is 3200C and the outlet one about 300*C, solubility decreases or
slightly increases between inlet and outlet, depending on pH as partial boiling is very probable inside the crack
at these temperatures due to pressure drop, the slight increase of solubility can be compensated by the
decrease of liquid water fraction, and oxide deposition can occur: the crack can clog; the lower the pH, the
slower the clogging this explains the decrease of the clogging velocity when pH changes from 723 to 719 as
previously observed on figure 3.

In a reactor, the primary water purification is much better than in the PERFIDE facility: the oxide concentration
at the crack inlet is very probably lower than the maximum solubility and this leads to a more complex impact of
the pH. Thus at high temperatures a high pH can hinder the crack clogging because R can raise the outlet
solubility: therefore a high pH can be detrimental for the leakage stability and increase the leak flow rate.
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Moreover, in an French operating reactor, primary water temperature and pH vary within the range respectively
(270'C; 330'C) and 6.9 73). As can be seen on Fig. 6 the impact of these two parameters on iron maximum
solubility changes drastically in this very range when temperature or pH increase, solubility goes down at 2700C
but goes up at 330'C. This explains why minor changes in operating conditions can lead to a sensible variation
of the leak flow rate.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STEAM GENERATOR LEAK FLOW VARIATIONS

3.1 Model description

The method that was used to calculate the leak flow rate during the PERFIDE tests cannot be applied directly to
a real PWR steam generator. Because of the frequent fluctuations of the operating conditions (any power level
variation means a variation of temperatures, secondary pressure, and boron and lithium concentrations) a great
number of time steps are necessary to predict the SG leakage behavior over a period of several weeks or
months: the coupling of the ECREVISSE and POTHY codes cannot be performed manually as for PERFIDE.
Moreover, any variation of the primary-to-secondary pressure difference causes a change of the crack
dimensions because of mechanical effects the crack opens when the pressure difference increases. These
effects did not play any role on the PERFIDE crack mock-up, owing to its design.

The method developed for the SG leakage simulation is based on the coupling of simplified thermal hydraulic,
chemical and mechanical models, as described hereafter:

- the mass flow rate is calculated by using a correlation fitted on both ECREVISSE results and experimental
results from the literature 

Q = f (a, b, LX, Pi, POTi) Eq. 2

where: Q is the mass flow rate (kg)
a is the crack length perpendicularly to the flow (m)
b is the crack opening (m)
L is the crack length along the flow (m)
X is the friction coefficient (-)
Pi is the primary pressure (Pa)
P,, is the secondary pressure in the SG (Pa)
Ti is the inlet temperature C)

- the outlet temperature and steam mass fraction are calculated by using either correlations deduced from
ECREVISSE results, or simpler ones, depending on the user's choice;

- the maximum solubility at the inlet and outlet is deduced from the pH, the temperature and the hydrogen
concentration by using a correlation fitted on POTHY results

= fs (pH, TJH2 ) Eq. 3

- the crack opening caused by mechanical effects is deduced from the crack dimension and the primary-to-
secondary pressure difference by using a correlation fitted on the results of a mechanical model (which
takes into account the material properties, the crack and SG tube dimensions and the loadings, and was
developed by EDF/DR&D/MTC):

b Incch.ic.1 = fm (a, Pi, P.) Eq. 4

- the oxide mass balance equation in the crack is similar to Eq. for PERFIDE (see 2.2.c) except the inlet
oxide concentration replaces the inlet maximum solubility:

dM = Q-C -(I-x.)-Q-S. Eq. 
dt I

where: M is the oxide mass deposited inside the crack (kg)
Ci is the inlet oxide concentration (kg/kg of water)
XO is the outlet steam mass fraction (-)
S( is the outlet maximum solubility (kg/kg of warer)

The inlet oxide concentration can be chosen as depending on primary water pH and temperature or not.
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3.2 Description of the DEFRISE tool

A tool called DEMISE Mermination de I'Evolution des Fuites pRimaire SEcondaire , or Determination of the
Evolution of the leak Flow from pRimary-to-SEcondary circuit, was developed in the form of an Microsofto Excel
file.

The input data include:

- the reactor operating conditions and their variation with time
- the SG initial cracking state 
- the chosen assumptions as concerns the calculation of the inlet oxide concentration, the outlet

temperature and steam mass fraction.

The output data are the variations with time of

- the mass leak flow rate;
- the actual opening of the SG cracks, that depends on the oxide deposited mass inside.

DEFRISE flowchart is presented on Figure 9.
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DEFRISE flowchart

3.3 Comparison between predicted and measured SG leak flow rates

The mass leak flow rates predicted by the DEFRISE tool for three real SG from derent French reactors over a
whole fuel cycle are compared to the measured ones on the figures 1 0 to 12.

The global variation of the leakage over the whole cycle: fast decrease in the first weeks, stabilization during
several months, then in most cases rise when the end of the natural fuel cycle approaches, and during the
stretch-out, is well predicted by DEFRISE. Sudden increases resulting from power changes are well reproduced
too: they are clearly visible especially on Fig. 12.
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The agreement between prediction and measurement is less good as concerns the instantaneous value of the
leak flow rate. Thus the stabilized flow calculated by DEFRISE is underestimated on Fig. 10 and 12,
overestimated on Fig. 1 1. Initial leak flow is overestimated in the three cases this can be explained by the fact
that the model does not take into account all the variations of pressure, temperature, chemistry occured in the
SG during the reactor stop and restart periods.
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Example of primary-to-secondary leak flow variation over a whole fuel cycle in a French reactor
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Example of primary-to-secondary leak flow variation over a whole fuel cycle in a French reactor

Comparison between predicted and measured flow rates

It must be kept in mind that the reactor operating conditions over a whole cycle that can be used as DEFRISE
input data are only roughly known, compared to the precision that would be required to simulate each leak flow
variation. Operators have noticed that a reactor power change can have an impact on the primary-to-secondary
leak flow in the following hour, whereas data for DEFRISE are available only about 2 or 3 times a day, even less.
Moreover, the required parameters as power, temperature, boron, lithium and hydrogen concentrations are not
recorded at the same frequency and generally are never known at the same times. The recording frequency of
the measured leak flow rate is different too. At last (but not the least !) the initial cracking state of the SG is
poorly known and must be assessed by fitting the predicted and the measured leakage.

Considering these uncertainties, the agreement between the flow rate predicted by DEFRISE and the measured
one is quite satisfying. What can be highlighted is the following after an initial fitting on available data for a
specific SG, it is possible to predict the impact of a variation of operating conditions on the leak flow rate, i.e.
increase or decrease or no effect and very probably, the more accurately described the transient, the more
reliable the predicted order of magnitude of this impact.

4. RECOMMANDATIONS TO PLANT OPERATORS FOR AN EASIER LOW LEAK FLOW RATE
MANAGEMENT

The comparison of the leak flow rate behavior between the previous and the new boron/lithium coordination, the
second one corresponding to an higher pH during the cycle than the first one, leads to the following conclusions,
confirmed by the experimental and theoretical studies 

- Low leak flow rate is extremely sensitive to pH in the zone of pH of primary water because the
behavior of metallic oxide is changing drastically in that range of pH (from precipitation to
dissolution) 

- Leak flow rate is often maintained lower with low pH. Let's recall however that pH can not reach a too
low value which could enhance corrosion product deposition, increase dose rates along the primary
circuit, and lead to reactor outages due to problems on fuel assemblies.

The understanding of the governing phenomena led to adapt in 2000 the reactor cooling system chemical
conditioning for the French Pressurized Water reactors facing problems with the management of the stabilized
leak flow rate fluctuations, once no degradation of tube bundle integrity is proved. Each part of the cycle and
operating conditions lead to an advised operating action. In general, the new recommendations for the reactors
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facing problems with the management of low leak flow rate are based on the principle of helping the precip
of metallic oxide within the crack and preventing their dissolution.

The results of the experimental and theoretical studies presented here combined with operating experience has
suppressed these last two years inadequate shutdowns for primary-to-secondary leak flow rate variation on
French reactors, saving hundreds of millions of francs. Protection against steam generator tube rupture accident
was improved too. With the new recommendations, operators can now respond to changes in steam generator
tube leakage in safe, reliable and cost-effective manner.
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